440 St Albans Rd, Lower Macdonald

Resort Living on 4 Acres of Waterfront Land

 5  4  12

Ever wanted to own your own holiday resort, well now you can!
Positioned in a private pocket of Lower Macdonald with direct access to the

Price

Expressions Of
Interest

beautiful Macdonald River, on offer is an amazing lifestyle opportunity rarely

Property

found in the Wisemans Ferry area. Nestled on 4 acres of premium

Type

waterfront land across two titles, the residence known as Macdonald Lodge

Property ID 538

has been stunningly transformed to create the ultimate riverside paradise,

Land Area

perfect for entertainers or water sport enthusiasts. Imagine fishing from

residential

12,000 m2

your own yard, spending a day lazying by the 20 metre infinity pool or

Agent Details

utilising the river for endless water activities.

Rhys Coles - 0406704040

This property really does have something for everyone, a private inspection

Office Details

is a must to appreciate all that is on offer:

Wisemans Ferry

- Expansive renovated home offering three levels of living, one level provides

Shop 11, 5557 Old Northern Road

self contained guest accommodation with two bedrooms, bathroom &

Wisemans Ferry NSW 2775 Australia

kitchen facilities

0245664660

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
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and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely
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upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.

- Breathtaking views from all zones of the residence & property

